This paper concerns the problem of wood cellular structure image registration. Given the large variability of wood geometry and the important changes in the cellular organization due to moisture sorption, an affine-based image registration technique is not exhaustive to describe the overall hygro-mechanical behaviour of wood at micrometre scales. Additionally, free tools currently available for non-rigid image registration are not suitable for quantifying the structural deformations of complex hierarchical materials such as wood, leading to errors due to misalignment. In this paper, we adapt an existing non-rigid registration model based on B-spline functions to our case study. The so-modified algorithm combines the concept of feature recognition within specific regions locally distributed in the material with an optimization problem. Results show that the method is able to quantify local deformations induced by moisture changes in tomographic images of wood cell wall with high accuracy. The local deformations provide new important insights in characterizing the swelling behaviour of wood at the cell wall level.
Background
Wood, a cellular biological material, swells or shrinks due to the adsorption or desorption of water in the hygroscopic domain. While sorption occurs within the cell wall material, the cellular organization of wood leads to significant deformations in the transversal directions of wood, i.e. tangentially and radially to the growth rings, with very little swelling in the longitudinal direction. Growth rings are made of low density spring wood and denser summer wood, yielding cell lumen and wall dimensions to vary over more than one order of magnitude. Most cells, the tracheids, are vertical in the trunk but 5-10% of the cells, named rays, are positioned horizontally linking radially the cells across growth rings. Given this geometrical variability, an analysis of wood deformations at the cellular scale could elucidate whether swelling is regular or is accompanied by local deformations. Tridimensional characterization of swelling strains in wood tissues is rarely documented. X-ray tomography, a non-invasive method, is retained to image tridimensionally the cellular structure, at different states of swelling or shrinkage induced by relative humidity changes, an example of wood structure with earlywood and latewood, scanned at two relative humidity (RH) values, i.e. 25% RH and 85% RH, is shown in Fig. 1 . In Derome et al. [5] and in Patera et al. [25] , the swelling/shrinkage of wood has been documented in 3D by adopting an affine registration model as good approximation for describing the deformations of wood cell wall due to moisture changes. However, this model fails to identify the local deformations, thus resulting not exhaustive in the characterization of the hygro-mechanical behavior of wood. This paper presents a quantitative approach to precisely capture the local deformations of wood cellular structure in highresolution tomographic datasets. The proposed method represents a modification of an existing non-rigid image registration algorithm to be adapted to the specific case Open Access *Correspondence: dominique.derome@empa.ch 3 EMPA, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology, Laboratory for Multiscale Studies in Building Physics, Überlandstrasse 129, 8600 Dübendorf, Switzerland Full list of author information is available at the end of the article study. However, the same method can be applicable to a variety of materials that present a complex structure such as wood. Before describing our approach for resolving quantitatively the local deformation in wood cell wall, a general overview of the documented image registration algorithms is briefly given in the following paragraph. Furthermore, the B-spline based non-rigid registration technique is detailed described prior defining the suggested improvements to make it suitable for material science applications. The method is then validated by means of finite element modelling comparison and applied on images of wood cell wall acquired at two relative humidity states.
Image registration problem: a general overview
Image registration is a method to map two different images, which are acquired with the same or different experimental setups. Due to the importance of image registration in various application areas and given its complicated nature, a large number of image registration algorithms have been developed in the past. An exhaustive review of general-purpose image registration methods can be found in Brown [2] and in Wyawahare et al. [33] . Applications of image registration in the medical field include combining data from different modalities e.g., computer tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), to obtain more complete information about the patient, monitoring tumour growth [33] , treatment verification [11, 12, 30] , computer-aided diagnosis and disease following-up [15] ; surgery simulation [22] ; atlas building and comparison [13] ; radiation therapy [8, 17] ; anatomy segmentation [4, 7, 9, 10, 16, 20, 34] and image subtraction for contrast-enhanced images [19] . In contrast, much less algorithms for image registration are nowadays available for material applications. To allow introducing the basic idea of the new algorithm, aimed at capturing the local deformations of cellular materials, such as wood, a general mathematical description of image registration method is first given.
In image registration, the deformed image, also called moving image I M (x), is transformed to be aligned to the reference or original image, called fixed image I F (x). Both images have dimensions s and are defined in their spatial domain: Ω F ⊂ R d and Ω M ⊂ R d for fixed and moving images, respectively. In general, the transformation is defined as a mapping from the moving to the fixed image, i.e. T :
where U(x) is the displacement that makes I M (x + U (x)) to be aligned to I F (x). The goodness of alignment is evaluated by a distance or similarity measure S, such as the correlation ratio, the sum of squared differences (SSD), or the mutual information (MI).
Commonly, registration is a problem of optimization in which a cost function C has to be minimized, resulting in T :
where T represents the set of points of the transformation between fixed and moving images for which the given cost function attains its minimum value.
The problem of the identification of the non-rigid transformation T becomes easily ill-posed and, therefore, a regularisation or penalty term P constraining the transformation T is introduced. Then the cost function is as follows:
where γ weights similarity against regularity. The cost function is described by the similarity term when γ tends to zero. A similarity measure is a function that takes two input images as parameters and computes a numerical value that quantifies the extent to which the two images are similar. The regularity term P(T ) is designed to penalize control points displacements that potentially lead to naturally implausible deformations.
Transformations used to align two images can be global or local. A global transformation is given by a single equation, which maps the entire image. One global method is the affine registration model, which allows to quantify the affine strains along the three orthotropic directions of wood. However, this model fails to identify the local deformations [5, 25] . In this paper, an approach to detect and quantify local deformations in the cellular tissues using a non-rigid registration model is proposed. Any plane through wood cellular structure shows a form, Fig. 1 a Cross-sectional view of spruce wood sample consisting in two tissues with different porosity, i.e. latewood and earlywood. The ROI used for analysis is shown with the red box. b 3D comparison of the volumes at the two RH states: 25%RH in yellow and 85%RH in red which can be represented by a free-form surface with the aim of tracking its deformation during free swelling. This freeform surface can be determined using control points connected together by a mesh. The surface is approximated using a control mesh guaranteeing a certain level of smoothness. Many representations of free-form surface exist in the literature [29] and an approach of representing free-form deformations based on B-splines is used [28] . The approach proposed in this work has been adapted to the specific case study of wood cellular material and implemented in Matlab. It is based on an existing method implemented by Rueckert, as described in the following.
B-splines based non-rigid registration method: an elegant formulation
The local transformation T local (x, y, z) captures the local deformations in the object. An elegant way to describe local deformations avoiding difficult parameterization methods has been introduced by Rueckert et al. [28] . The model is based on B-splines [31] and it is known as the Free Form Deformation (FFD) model. FFD is a technique for manipulating any shape in a free-form manner, as shown in Fig. 2 . Basically, an object is deformed by manipulating an underlying mesh of control points. The local transformation is described in the volume domain
as a mesh of control points Π i,j,k with uniform spacing δ and with number of elements N = n x × n y × n z . The transformation function T local (x, y, z) is written as the 3-D tensor product of 1-D cubic B-splines and is defined in terms of the control points Π i,j,k :
where i = ⌊x/n x ⌋ − 1, j = y/n y − 1, k = ⌊z/n z ⌋ − 1 and where ⌊⌋ means the floor of the number (i.e. the largest integer less than or equal to the number). The variables u, v, w are defined as:
represents the lth basis function of the B-spline, as defined below:
The control points Π i,j,k are the unknown parameters of the B-spline FFD. The level of the non-rigid transformation depends on the resolution of the mesh of the control points. The spacing between the control points determines the resolution of non-rigid registration, i.e. a large spacing or low resolution results in a more global estimation of the deformations, compared to a smaller spacing (higher resolution) which models highly local deformations. At the same time, the number of control points determines the number of degrees of freedom and the computational complexity. The B-spline grid is constructed with the method of Lee et al. [18] .
The total transformation in the object is defined as the sum of the global and local transformation.
The parameters of the global and local transformations are determined by solving the optimization problem, i.e. by minimising the cost function defined in Eq. 3. A penalty term is introduced in Eq. 3 to constrain the local transformation and ensure smoothness. This term is described by Wahba [32] as follows: with V denoting the volume of the image domain. The penalty term of a cost function is equal to zero in the case of an affine transformation. In Eq. 3, the similarity term is evaluated by comparing the histogram, hist, of I F and I M . As a general rule, mutual information (e.g., the degree of dependence of one image with respect to the other one, Pluim et al. [27] ) is applied if
In the specific case study of this work, the difference between the two histograms of grey levels of the reference and moving images is smaller than 0.25 and the goodness of alignment cannot, therefore, be evaluated with the mutual information. Thus, the similarity measure is evaluated with the SSD.
Methods

A modified version of the B-splines based non-rigid registration algorithm for material science applications: the wood case study
In general, the deformation of wood contains a non-rigid component so that affine transformations alone are not sufficient to describe local deformations in wood tissues, subjected to free swelling due to water vapour adsorption, as identified, but not quantified yet, in Derome et al. [5] and Patera et al. [25] . Therefore, the transformation analysis includes both the affine and non-rigid components, as shown in Eq. 6. The global transformation T global (x, y, z) is the affine transformation resulting from the affine registration model, as described in Derome et al. [5] and Patera et al. [25] .
The algorithm, proposed by Rueckert et al. [28] and described above, is modified to improve the performance of the FFD for describing local deformations in complex cellular materials, such as wood. Most of the algorithms presented in literature, such as the one applied in this work, are based on the histogram of grey levels. The basic and simple idea of this modified version is to introduce some morphological operations in the original method to guide the algorithm in recognising typical features in complex structures, such as wood.
As an overview of the non-rigid registration method, a flowchart is given in Fig. 3 . Three approaches for nonrigid registration are used to register the moving image I M (x) and the fixed image I F (x). The two first registration approaches perform registration directly on the images, i.e., on the intensity of the grey values. We refer to these two approaches as 'Registration 1' and 'Registration 2' . 'Registration 1' is a rough and fast estimation of non-rigid deformations performed on smaller size images, where the B-spline functions are largely constrained (increasing the weight γ of the penalty term in Eq. 3) to describe the (8) 
more global deformations in the material. 'Registration 2' is performed directly on the original images with increasing the freedom of the B-spline grid, i.e. decreasing the weight coefficient γ of the penalty. In this way, the local misalignment can be more easily detected, although more artefacts coming from the high freedom of the B-spline grid can arise. To prevent these artefacts problems, the local deformations are defined by subtracting 'Registration 2' from 'Registration 1' and the local transformation is calculated. However, there are cases in which these methods do not give the optimal solution. For this reason, a third registration technique is introduced. The third approach for non-rigid registration is called pointbased registration or 'Registration P' . In this case, the input consists in a set of points in the two images. Different techniques for the detection of control point pairs in the images are used, which are named Manual, Map, Skeleton, Harris or Edges techniques. The manual selection technique consists in selecting the initial pairs in the two images manually. All the other techniques are automatic. Map is a simple procedure of tracking the borders of features using binary images and giving the coordinates of the borders as output. Skeleton follows a skeletonization procedure consisting in the extraction of a region-based shape feature which represents the general structure of an object. Harris is a method for calculating and displaying the feature points as Harris corners [14] and, finally, edges is based on the Canny edges detection method [3] . One of these methods is initially used Fig. 3 Overview of the non-rigid registration algorithm with the three methods described in the text to extract feature points in both the fixed and moving images. The registration algorithm is performed on pair of control points instead of the image histograms. After detection, it is important to check that corresponding feature coordinates are found in both images. A normalized cross-correlation function is thus introduced to adjust each pair of control points. The algorithm moves the position of a control point by up to four pixels, to adjust the coordinates with an accuracy up to one-tenth of a pixel.
Then, the initial image pairs
...n are added, in both images, to the points of the artificial grids Π j (G F ), Π l (G M ) j,l=1...m to obtain Π F and Π M , as:
A polynomial or affine transformation is used to transform the artificial grid matching Π
The initial pairs or feature points in the two images are selected in such a way to ensure a matching between image features using correlation. A graphical illustration of the point registration method, illustrating how the feature points are added to the artificial grid coordinates, is given in Fig. 4 .
One of the major drawbacks of such non-rigid registration method is related to the high-degree of freedom-inducing artefacts which is given to the B-spline functions to capture all potential local deformations in the structure. A way to prevent such artefacts is to include more constraints on the transformation. However, this becomes at finer grid resolutions. To overcome these difficulties, the solution proposed in this work is to make a comparison between two registration types and to consider, as final result, the image difference between Fig. 4 Graphical illustration of the different steps representing the two key-features of non-rigid registration algorithm based on points. On the right, a zoom on a squared region of interest is presented to visualise the described procedure. a The feature points (or coordinates) are extracted on the reference and moving images. b An artificial grid is added on both images and, finally, c the features points are summed to the nodes of the artificial grid in both, reference and moving images 'Registration 1' , considered as the reference since it includes more constraints, and 'Registration 2' or 'Registration P' , depending on the case study.
The error is defined as the pixel difference between the two images after non-rigid registration. The pair of registration images with the smallest difference is considered for the final calculation of the local deformations and non-rigid strains. This step ensures the selection of the best non-rigid registration method for each specific region of interest studied in the volume. Once the optimization problem is solved by minimization of the cost function, the displacement field is determined and the local strain fields are evaluated and plotted.
The algorithm runs for a stack of images in a loop, performing a 2D registration image by image. In the case study of swelling deformations in softwood tissues, a 2D registration is sufficient to define the local deformations as wood swelling is predominantly occurring along tangential and radial directions. For each registration step (i.e. 'Registration 1' , 'Registration 2' and 'Registration P'), the non-rigid (briefly, n.a. to differentiate from the affine a.) strain fields are calculated from the gradient of the displacement field (U x , U y ) in each direction (ε n.a.x , ε n.a.xy , ε n.a.y ) and the equivalent strain is calculated using a simplification of the von Mises relationship (von Mises [23] ), valid in this case study:
The equivalent strain is used to describe the deformation intensity in wood. More details on strain tensors calculation can be found in Abd-Elmoniem et al. [1] .
As previously described, the non-rigid registration problem can be then solved by performing first the intensity-based methods ('Registration 1' and 'Registration 2') and then the point-based method ('Registration P'). The two intensity-based registrations methods are the critical steps of the algorithm as they incorporate the initial optimisation and minimisation problem in a sequential loop.
Rueckert et al. [28] describe the optimization problem in terms of minimizing a cost function, as given in Eq. 3, where the optimization proceeds in several steps to improve the computational efficiency. First, the affine transformation T global (x,y,z) is optimized, which corresponds to optimizing the similarity between the two images, where the penalty term of the cost function in (7) is zero. During the subsequent stage, the non-rigid registration parameters are optimized. In each stage, a simple iterative steepest descent technique is used stepping in the direction of the gradient vector with a certain step size. The algorithm stops when a local minimum of the cost function is found, given by the condition that (10) ε n.a. = ε n.a. �∇C� ≤ χ for some small positive value of χ. The minimization loop based on the steepest descent technique is implemented within a line search strategy. As line search strategy, two methods are used: the first is a simple one based on a parametric function; the second is a normal line search method with Wolfe conditions. A detailed description of line search strategy can be found in Nocedal and Wright [24] .
As mentioned above, the algorithm is implemented in 2D as the deformations in wood occur almost only along the tangential and radial directions. Therefore, before applying the non-rigid registration algorithm, a set of slices at the same plane of fixed and moving images are selected. Then, the optimal parameters for the three registrations methods, 'Registration 1' , 'Registration 2' and 'Registration P' , are determined. Finally, the algorithm runs in a loop over the whole stack of slices.
Validation of the algorithm by comparison with a finite element model
The performance of the algorithm is validated in 2D using a pair of images, e.g. a fixed image I F and a moving image I M , generated specifically for this validation exercise. A homogeneous sample of square configuration undergoes bending, which is a pure non-rigid deformation, and the deformations are calculated by finite element method, as shown in Fig. 5a where a grid is drawn for visualisation of the deformation. In this example, the steepest descend method is selected to solve the optimization problem, since a better solution is found with this method compared to line search methods of optimization. Additionally, γ = 0.01 in 'Registration 1' and γ = 0.001 in 'Registration 2' . In 'Registration P' , 'Map' is chosen as the method for point extraction. When the algorithm finds a minimum, the refinement loop is ended. The error between the reference and the deformed images is calculated for each registration type. In this case, the error is expressed in terms of number of pixels, normalised over the total amount of pixels in the region. The error obtained for 'Registration P' , 0.006, is smaller than the error calculated with 'Registration 2' , 0.009. Therefore, 'Registration P' is chosen for the calculation of the deformation fields and of the local strains shown in Fig. 5d , e.
The local strains calculated with the modified algorithm can be compared with the results of the simulation with finite element (Fig. 5f ) obtained with the software Abaqus FEA. A good agreement between the results of simulation and registration algorithm is observed. The strains show in the same range of values and distribution over the surface. Only is the non-rigid strains, in the y-direction, we see some fluctuations. 
Results and discussion
The non-rigid registration algorithm presented in this paper is used for documenting the occurrence of local deformations during swelling of the complex cellular structure of softwood. The focus is to investigate the moisture-induced deformations in tissues from spruce wood, namely Picea abies (L. Karst). The algorithm is applied on tomographic datasets of wood with a voxel pitch equal to 0.8 μm, acquired at the Centre for X-Ray Tomography of the Ghent University (UGCT) in Belgium [6, 21] . The analysis is performed on a wood sample of cross-section dimensions of approximately 500 × 700 μm 2 which presents a combination of tissues, named earlywood and latewood, with different porosities (≈ 78% for earlywood and 45% for latewood) and hygromechanical behaviour (anisotropic swelling in earlywood and more isotropic swelling in latewood). The sample is scanned at two relative humidity (RH) values, referred as dry state, i.e. 25% RH, and wet state, i.e. 85% RH, as shown in Fig. 1b . Wood swells when exposed to an increase in RH and the typical deformations observed in the cellular structure of wood samples has been described globally. From previous [5, 25] and recent work [26] , it is known that these X-ray measurements are reproducible as no deformation is seen between the CT datasets acquired at start and end of the sorption-desorption sequences. The aim of this study is to quantify these deformations also locally using non-rigid registration.
From the 3D datasets, 200 cross-sectional slices are selected and further cropped to a region of interest (ROI) of the cellular structure, as shown in Fig. 1a . Two datasets are thus obtained, using the images acquired at 25% RH as the fixed images and the ones at 75% RH at the moving images. After the affine registration, the non-rigid registration proceeds as follows. The registration approach based on the grey values intensity with the steepest descend method allows to compare the performance of the B-spline algorithm in two cases: the first on the resized volumes for a fast estimation ('Registration 1'), where the B-spline functions are constrained to less freedom using a value of γ = 1.0E−2, while the second case, 'Registration 2' , consists in giving more freedom to the functions with a γ = 1.0E−4. Additionally, the pointbased registration algorithm ('Registration P') is applied with the method named 'Map' used for point extraction.
The non-rigid differences (errors) calculated as the difference due to misalignment between reference and moving images are reported for each slice in Fig. 6a . 'Registration Fig. 6 a Errors between reference and registered images after non-rigid registration for each slices of the volume, using an intensity-based method for R 1 (grey) and R 2 (black) estimation and a point-based registration R P (orange). b Displacement fields in one slice of the wood sample in pixels (1 pixel = 0.8 μm), c 2D map of total strains (affine plus non-rigid) on the reference images 2' gives the best approximation, showing less non-rigid errors compared with 'Registration P' . Therefore, we use 'Registration 2' for calculating the non-rigid displacement and strain fields, by subtracting the displacements obtained with 'Registration 1' from the ones calculated with 'Registration 2' . Figure 6b shows the deformations in pixel, where a pixel measures 0.8 μm, in the tangential (x-) and radial (y-) directions for one slice of the datasets. The deformations are calculated over the whole area of the ROI, and thus deformations are calculated independently from the actual cellular structure. In the next step, shown in Fig. 6c , the total local strain (affine plus non-rigid), are presented. In this sample, a combination of positive (red) and negative (blue) total strains in E xx are observed in the region between earlywood and latewood. This combined effect indicates a bending of the cell structure. For E yy , a negative strain (blue) is observed along the location of ray cells in the earlywood cell wall, surrounded by regions in earlywood with positive (red) strains. This observation could indicate to a kind of slip behaviour between rays and surrounding material. This result suggests the restraining role of ray cells on the cellular structure of soft materials, such as wood.
Finally, the equivalent non-rigid (von Mises) components are calculated slice by slice and plotted in 3D respecting the cellular structure in Fig. 7 . Figure 7 shows that high values of equivalent non-rigid strains occur in latewood cells close to the latewood/earlywood interface and close to the ray cells, especially in the earlywood layer. Wood samples combined by high density (named latewood) and low density (earlywood) swell in general less than the single tissues. In addition, it was found in Patera et al. [25] that the swelling becomes less anisotropic between radial and tangential directions in combined samples compared to single earlywood and latewood tissues. This means that, due to the restraining effect of latewood on earlywood and vice versa, swelling of combined wood reduces and becomes less anisotropic. In the analysis of the non-rigid strain components, it is possible to observe positive swelling strain values in latewood cells located at the interface latewood/earlywood and shrinkage strains in soft earlywood cells. This effect is especially visible in the tangential direction of wood. This means that, in these regions of combined compressive/tensile stresses, a local bending with respect to the interface late-/earlywood occurs. Such local bending effects or high strain effects around restraining rays cannot be observed by global affine analysis. Further applications of this proposed non-rigid registration method are presented in Patera et al. [26] .
The results presented in this section illustrate clearly that non-rigid registration is a powerful tool for capturing the deformations of complex cellular and biological materials. Such information cannot be recovered using other types of image registration techniques, such as, for example, the affine registration.
Conclusion
In this work, a new algorithm is developed based on the work of Rueckert using B-spline. The main contribution consists in an accurate combination for the specific case study between the concept of feature recognition within specific regions locally distributed in the material with an optimization problem. The work is validated with a synthetically deformed dataset in bending and is used for documenting local swelling on a complex cellular material, wood, using two states of moisture content at 25 and 85% RH.
The non-rigid registration algorithm introduced in this work is a powerful tool for detecting and quantifying the non-rigid deformations in complex biological materials, such as wood. The algorithm contains a wide range of tools for image analysis: in particular, morphological operations, segmentation and linear and non-linear transformations. This work is mainly focused on the implementation of a non-linear transformation based on B-spline functions. The method can be used for studying the behaviour of different existing materials detected with several experimental setups, in 2D, and it can be extended to a 3D case study.
In this work, the technique is used to investigate the occurrence of local deformations in wood provoked by moisture changes. The datasets are acquired with X-ray Tomography, thus leading to little changes in the greyvalue intensity within the cell walls. This allows the use of squared sum of intensity differences (SSD) as similarity criterion. However, there are cases, especially in medicine, where the two datasets, i.e., reference and moving, are acquired with different configurations leading to contrast enhancement (i.e., pre-and post-contrast agent with magnetic resonance imaging). In such case, another similarity criterion, insensitive to intensity changes, would be more suitable, as already demonstrated in Rueckert et al. [28] . The proposed method is expected to be widely applicable in material science and in medicine for detecting locally object deformations.
